Zoë Mendelson
Argos Catalogue drawings @plaguecation
Within a practice that already engages collage and drawing as a means to contextualise clutter
and collection, the Argos catalogue drawings evolved as a way of keeping time. Shielding prior to
lockdown and confined to the house without any recourse to the outside world beyond deliveries
and online communications, drawing the ‘entire’ catalogue provided Mendelson with a seemingly
endless project, tied to ailing, weakened forms of retail. It is early August and she is still home,
safe, where things are fairly ordered but there is little space to make art.
Mendelson’s most recent works take the form of installations that present as dirty archives - drawn
and painted works positioned in tandem with objects, in which schemata are established
via placement but what is being stored presents a problem of either cleanliness or possible
collapse. An interest in the home as a site of possible overload has prevailed since her PhD
connecting collage and hoarding in 2015.
The Argos Catalogue, as a whole, presents seemingly endless choice via sameness and difference,
speaking to both our desires and our processes of elimination - a rolodex of commerce as
nauseating ferris wheel. The drawings are not an attempt to accurately describe what is on each
page but to reflect the experience of its taxonomical modes of classification - an investigation of
graphic novel-type encounters with spatial division to the languages of bargain and sales pitch.
Although this turned out to be the last ever Argos Catalogue, Mendelson did not know this on
commencing the project. She is as surprised as anyone to have spent the past weeks drawing
chocolate fountains, paddling pools, soft furnishings, cat toys, kinetic sand and tv brackets. She
did, however always expect to spend a lifetime drawing play-doh pretzels. Argos does not deliver
to her area.
left:
Page 1548. Toys & Games. ‘Kinetic,
mouldable, rainbow, transformable sand watch it flow through your fingers, leaving
them dry.’

